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            	My grandfather died before I was born, so I knew nothing about him. Growing up I was uninterested in genealogy so I guess I never asked many questions of my father and mother. I knew I was Norwegian and German but had no idea where my roots were in those countries. 
I started asking questions of my brother and sister and got bits of information, just like a detective with clues, I started investigating each lead. Utilizing my computer, I wrote to just about every organization in Norway and Germany to see if the governments could help me in any way. I also went to the library and got every book I could find on genealogy. I contacted the US Government and got pamphlets on genealogy. I also contacted the Church of the Latter Day Saints (Mormon’s) in Utah. All of these leads led to my finding out about my roots in Norway and Germany back to the early 1600’s. I then started work on my wife’s side. Before long I had traced her roots.
I would be interested in any information anyone has to add to my work.
 Listed below are links to my full book and reports on my wife and my great grandparents and their descendants. The book is quite large, but the reports are not so long and show our great grandparents and their descendants.
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		Generations (view PDF)



	 
	[bookmark: trees]GEDCOM Trees(viewing trees requires 4.0 or later)

		Lund/Krisak family's (181 KB)
This is the GEDCOM file of my family tree taken from "Family Tree Maker" data.
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		This is the Lund monument in Norway. (36 KB)
Erected in 1948 by Lund family in Norway.
	English translation of monument. (4 KB)
English translation of monument in Norway


	 
	[bookmark: reports]Family Tree Maker Reports and Trees 

		InterneTree: All-in-One Tree of Lawrence Harold Lund, Sr.


	Outline Descendant Tree: Descendants of Jozef Krizsak


	Outline Descendant Tree: Descendants of Lorentz Hendrik Hansen Lund


	Genealogy Report: Descendants of Jozef Krizsak


	Genealogy Report: Descendants of Lorentz Hendrik Hansen Lund


	Genealogy Report: Descendants of Matz Selva
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		My personal home page. Halloween/Sons of Norway etc.
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